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Abstract

The Ming Dynasty Mega-drought (MDMD) (1637-1643) occurred at the end of Ming Dynasty and is the severest drought event

in China in the last millennium. This unprecedented drought contributed significantly to the collapse of the Ming Dynasty

in 1644, casting profound impacts on Chinese history. Here, the physical mechanism for the MDMD is studied. Based on

paleoclimate reconstructions, we hypothesize that this drought was initially triggered by a natural drought event starting in

1637, and was then intensified and extended by the tropical volcanic eruption at Mount Parker in 1641. This hypothesis is

supported by the case study of the Community Earth System Model-Last Millennium Experiment archive as well as sensitivity

experiments with volcanic forcing superimposed on natural drought events. The volcano-intensified drought was associated with

a decreased land-ocean thermal contrast, a negative soil moisture response and a weakening and eastward retreating West Pacific

Subtropical High. Plain Language Summary The collapse of Ming Dynasty at 1644, and in turn, the historical transition from

Ming Dynasty to Qing Dynasty significantly changed the Chinese history into a long period of conservative policy. The collapse

of Ming Dynasty at 1644 is contributed greatly by the Ming Dynasty Mega-drought (MDMD) (1637-1643). In this study,

based on paleoclimate reconstructions and climate modelling, we show that the MDMD is triggered by a natural drought event,

and is then intensified and extended by the strong volcanic eruption at Mt. Parker in 1641. This “superposition” mechanism

of MDMD and the spatiotemporal characteristics of this drought is reproduced by our volcanic sensitivity experiments with

volcanic forcing superimposed on natural drought events, and the results demonstrate that the explosion of Mt. Parker at the

end of a natural drought event amplified and extended the drought for 3 years, generating the mega-drought. The volcano-

prolonged drought is associated with the failure of EASM, which is directly caused by the decreasing of land-ocean thermal

contrast after volcanic eruption, and indirectly influenced by negative soil moisture feedback as well as weakening and eastward

retreating of West Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH).
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Key Points:
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Abstract

The  Ming  Dynasty  Mega-drought  (MDMD) (1637-1643) occurred  at  the  end  of  Ming
Dynasty and is the severest drought event in China in the last  millennium. This unprecedented
drought contributed significantly to the collapse of the Ming Dynasty in 1644, casting profound
impacts on Chinese history. Here, the physical mechanism for the MDMD is studied. Based on
paleoclimate reconstructions, we hypothesize that this drought was initially triggered by a natural
drought event starting in 1637, and was then intensified and extended by the tropical volcanic
eruption  at  Mount  Parker  in  1641.  This  hypothesis  is  supported  by  the  case  study  of  the
Community  Earth  System Model-Last  Millennium Experiment archive  as  well  as  sensitivity
experiments  with  volcanic  forcing  superimposed  on  natural  drought  events.  The  volcano-
intensified drought was associated with a decreased land–ocean thermal contrast, a negative soil
moisture response and a weakening and eastward retreating West Pacific Subtropical High. 

Keywords

Chinese  history;  Paleoclimate;  Ming  Dynasty  Mega-drought;  volcanic  eruption;  climate
modeling

Plain Language Summary

The collapse of Ming Dynasty at  1644, and in turn,  the historical  transition from Ming
Dynasty  to  Qing  Dynasty  significantly  changed  the  Chinese  history  into  a  long  period  of
conservative policy. The collapse of Ming Dynasty at 1644 is contributed greatly by the Ming
Dynasty  Mega-drought  (MDMD)  (1637-1643).  In  this  study,  based  on  paleoclimate
reconstructions  and  climate  modelling,  we  show  that  the  MDMD is  triggered  by  a  natural
drought event, and is then intensified and extended by the strong volcanic eruption at Mt. Parker
in 1641.  This  “superposition” mechanism of MDMD and  the spatiotemporal characteristics of
this  drought is  reproduced  by our  volcanic  sensitivity  experiments  with volcanic  forcing
superimposed on natural drought events, and the results  demonstrate that the explosion of Mt.
Parker at the end of a natural drought event amplified and extended the drought for 3 years,
generating the mega-drought.  The volcano-prolonged drought is associated with the failure of
EASM, which is directly caused by the decreasing of land–ocean thermal contrast after volcanic
eruption, and indirectly influenced by negative soil moisture feedback as well as weakening and
eastward retreating of West Pacific Subtropical High (WPSH). 

1 Introduction

The Ming Dynasty  (AD 1368-1643)  is  one  of  the  most  important  historical  periods  in
Chinese history, and is known for its flourish of socioeconomy and germination of capitalism
(Cai, 1965).  The collapse of the Ming Dynasty and the subsequent transition to Qing Dynasty
(AD 1644-1911), which reversed to conservative policies, is critically influenced by the 7-year
long Ming Dynasty Mega-drought (MDMD) in 1637-1643, during which food crisis, famines,
plagues and wars prevailed  (Shen et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2014a). As the
severest  drought  event  in  eastern  China  in  the  past  millennium,  the  MDMD aggravated  the
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national fiscal deterioration and the vulnerability of social structures,  casting profound impacts
on the history of China (Ge et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2014b; Peng et al., 2014).Therefore, the
mechanisms triggering and maintaining MDMD has attracted profound attentions from history,
climatology, sociology communities(Zhang, 2004; Shen et al., 2007).

The occurrence of severe droughts like the MDMD over China has stimulated much effort
in investigating their mechanisms(Zhang and Zhou, 2015), which is of great value for  drought
prediction and disaster alleviation in the future.  Previous studies demonstrated that droughts in
eastern  China  is  associated  primarily  with  the  weakening  of East  Asia  summer  monsoon
(EASM) (Ding, 1994; Cook wt al., 2010), which is caused often by internal climate variability
(Ma, 2007; Ning et al.,  2019b) through changes in western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH)
(Zhou et al., 2005; Man et al., 2012) and sea surface temperature over the North Pacific and
tropical Pacific (Zhang et al., 2015). Meanwhile, external forcing, notably, volcanic eruption, can
also drive serious rainfall deficit in eastern China (Shen et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2008; Man and
Zhou,  2014) by either  enhancing  the  Atlantic  Multidecadal  Oscillation  (AMO) (Ning et  al.,
2019a; Kundsen et al., 2014) or inducing El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Adams et al.,
2003). 

However, the mechanism triggering and maintaining the MDMD has remained exclusive
(Zheng et al., 2014a). How did this mega drought event become so severe and persist so long? In
this paper, based on paleoclimate reconstructions and modeling, we show that the MDMD was
caused by the combined effect of internal climate variability and external forcing. The MDMD
was triggered initially by a natural drought event, and was then intensified significantly by the
volcanic eruption at Mount Parker in South Philippines in 1641. 

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sensitivity experimental design

In this paper, the evolution process of the MDMD was reproduced by volcanic sensitivity
experiments based on  CESM1.0.3  (Hurrell  et  al.,  2013) version  T31_g37. The monthly data
simulated by CESM has a ~3.75 resolution for atmosphere and land components as well as the
ocean and sea ice components.  Firstly, we ran a 2400-year control experiment basing on the
initial condition of AD1850 and selected 10 initial conditions from the last 2000 years of the
control run, as the first 400 years are for spinning up.

Subsequently, ten 50-year control experiments were performed based on these 10 initial
conditions. 15 drought cases are then extracted from the 10 runs, representing the first several
years of the MDMD that was triggered by internal variability. After that, The Ice-core based
Volcanic Index 2 reconstructed by Gao, et al (2012) is used as the volcanic forcing to drive the
model  which is  the  only external  forcing during  the integrations  simulated  in  the runs.  The
volcanic aerosol spanning from January 1641 to December 1645 (Fig. S5) was imposed to the
last  year of each of the 15 drought cases in order to simulate  the influences of the volcanic
eruption  at  Mt.  Parker at  the  end  of  this  drought.  Both  control  and  volcanic  sensitivity
experiments were run in parallel with the same initial condition.  

2.2 Definition of the Ming Dynasty Mega-drought

According to literature records, the catastrophic MDMD primarily took place in AD 1637-
1643, during which drought conditions over the eastern China, especially the Yellow River basin
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and Yangtze-Huaihe river areas (Jiang-Huai area), were the severest (Zheng et al., 2014a; Zhang
et al., 2005). Hence, following previous studies, the region of the North China Plain and Jiang-
Huai  area  (105°-120°E,  32°-40°N)  is  selected  as  the  study  region  in  this  paper  (Fig.  S1).
Furthermore,  taking different  definitions  of  drought  from previous  studies  (Stevenson et  al.,
2015; Ning et  al.,  2019a; Ault  et  al.,  2016), the drought is  defined as negative precipitation
anomalies lasting for  about  5 consecutive years with maximum precipitation anomalies larger
than 1 standard deviation over eastern China. 

2.3 Superposed Epoch Analysis

The Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) is a powerful composite technique widely used to
reveal the volcanic impacts on climate changes (Admas et al., 2003; Hartmann et al., 2016). In
this paper, through the application of SEA, we evaluated the composite response of 15 drought
cases  to  the  same  volcanic  forcing.  To  the  15  cases  from  control  and  volcanic  sensitivity
experiments, the last year of the natural drought (the same as the year of volcanic eruption) is
considered as the key time of SEA. Then, a 21-yr window centred on the eruption year with 10
years before and 10 years after the eruption was picked up from each of the 15 members. The
eruption year is marked as year 0 and the years before (after) the eruption are marked as year -1
(1),  year  -2 (2),  etc.  Finally,  precipitation  anomalies  of  the  15 cases  were averaged and all
anomalies are calculated with respect to the long term mean of the entire control simulation. 

3 Data

To  show the  severity  of  the  Ming  Dynasty  Mega-drought  in  paleoclimate  records,  the
reconstructed data used in this paper include the Dry and Wet Index (DWI) time series from 500-
2000 based on historical records (Zheng et al., 2006) and the summer precipitation reconstructed
from tree-ring chronology and historical documents for period 1471-2014 (Shi et al., 2018). The
reconstructed  precipitation  has a  ~2 degree resolution and covers  the area of Asia (-8.75°S-
55.25°N,  61.25°E-143.25°E).  The  sensitivity  experiments  use  the  transient  evolution  of
reconstructions  on  volcanic  sulfate  aerosol  from ice  records  (Gao  et  al.,  2012) as  external
volcanic forcing. The monthly precipitation data from control experiment (CTRL) and 13 all-
forcing experiments  (ALL) extending from 850-1850 from the CESM-LME archive are  also
used to  investigate  the influences  on the  precipitation  over  the eastern  China  from volcanic
eruptions in the past millennium. The simulations derived from the CESM-LME archive has a ~2
degree resolution for atmosphere and land components (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2015). 

4 Results

4.1 Evolution characteristics of MDMD

The MDMD can be seen in both reconstructions of the Dry and Wet Index (DWI) and the
regional mean summer precipitation (JJA) in eastern China during the period 1350-1850 (Shi et
al., 2018), both of which show a significant decrease in AD 1637-1645. The decrease magnitude
is close to 3 times standard deviation and was the largest in the past 500 years (Figs. 1a, 1b, 2a,
2b). According to reconstructions, there was no strong external forcing event, such as volcanic
eruption,  at  or  immediately  preceding  the  onset  of  the  MDMD  at  1637  (Figs.1c,  2c).  The
precipitation minimum, which occurred in the middle of MDMD around AD 1641 coincides
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closely  with  the  year  of  the  eruption  of  volcano  at  MT.  Parker  (Figs.  1c,  2c)  and  the  dry
condition persisted ~4 years after the volcanic eruption. These observational features lead us to
hypothesize a “superposition” mechanism (volcanic forcing superposed on internal variability)
for MDMD: MDMD was triggered by a natural drought event in 1637, and was then amplified
and extended by the MT. Parker volcanic eruption from 1641 to 1644, generating a 7-year mega-
drought event.

Figure 1.  The MDMD in reconstructions.  (a) The reconstructed DWI from AD 1350-1850 (10-year running
mean); (b) The reconstructed 5-year running mean summer (JJA) precipitation over the North China Plain and
the Yangtze and Huaihe river areas (Fig. S1) between AD 1471 and 1850 (Unit: mm); (c) The reconstructed
sulphate aerosol in period of AD 1350-1850 (Unit:10-5Kg/m2).

4.2 The Cause of MDMD

4.2.1 Different roles of internal variability, volcanic eruption, and their combination 

Our proposed superposition  mechanism is  supported first  by the  analysis  of the 13 all-
forcing experiments from the CESM Last Millennium Ensemble Project (CESM-LME) archive
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(Otto-Bliesner et  al.,  2015).  The drought impact  of the MT. Parker volcanic eruption on the
regional precipitation over eastern China is confirmed by the significant decrease following the
eruption at 1641 in the ensemble mean precipitation (Fig. S2i). Nevertheless, consistent with our
observational analysis above (Fig. 2a-c), this model precipitation response also shows that MT.
Parker volcanic eruption was not the trigger for MDMD, because the MT. Parker eruption only
forces  the  drought  immediately  after  1641,  already  half  way  into  MDMD.  This  leaves  the
triggering  mechanism to a  natural  drought  event  associated  with internal  climate  variability,
which is similar to droughts in other regions (Stevenson et al., 2015; Ault et al., 2018; Ning et
al., 2019a). Meanwhile, MDMD is unlikely to be caused by the natural variability alone. This is
demonstrated in a 2000-member red noise Monte Carlo test for the 1000 years of CESM control
run (Fig. S4 and SI Text1). In 1000 years, there is only 10% occurring probability of one mega-
drought  of 7-year length and above 3-sigma intensity  as a natural  event.  In comparison,  for
natural drought with a 7-year length and above 2-sigma intensity, the occurring probability of 1
or 2 droughts is 30%. Therefore, a mega-drought like MDMD has a small occurring probability
if  merely  caused  by  internal  variability.  The  superposition  of  volcanic  impact  on  a  natural
drought should enhance the occurring probability of a mega-drought event like MDMD. 

The triggering drought event and the extension by volcanic eruption can be first examined
by comparing the drought events with and without volcanic influence. In the CESM-LME all-
forcing experiments, there are 11 natural drought events that occurred more than 3 years prior to
a volcanic eruption in the last millennium (thick dashed colored lines in Figs. S3d-g, i, k, l and SI
Text2), similar to MDMD (Fig. 2a-c). The ensemble mean of these events shows a sharp decline
of summer precipitation after the eruption and then an extension of drought for another ~3 years
(Fig. 2d); furthermore, within these 11 events, the drought magnitude is significantly amplified
in 7 cases (Fig.  S3 and SI Text2),  as in  MDMD. By contrast,  as a  background,  the natural
drought events that are not followed by volcanic eruptions shows a weaker and shorter drought
in the ensemble mean (Fig. 2e and SI Text2). For the volcanic events that are not proceeded by
droughts  for  3  years,  the  ensemble  mean  precipitation  response  shows a  much  weaker  and
shorter response (Fig. 2f). This comparison demonstrates that volcanic eruption can amplify and
extend a natural drought event. The reconstructed spatiotemporal distribution of the MT. Parker
volcanic aerosol (Fig. S5) suggests that the impact of volcanic eruption in 1641 can be sustained
for about 3 years. This coincides with the approximate 3-year persistence of the MDMD after the
eruption  of  MT.  Parker.  Therefore,  our  analysis  of  the  CESM-LME ensemble  supports  the
superposition mechanism hypothesis for MDMD.
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Figure 2.  Paleoclimate  reconstructions  of  the  MDMD and  the  precipitation  anomalies  with  and  without
volcanic influences from the 13 simulations of CESM-LME. (a) The reconstructed DWI during the period of
AD 1631-1651; (b) The 5 year running mean reconstructed summer (JJA) precipitation over the eastern China
during the period AD 1631-1651 (Unit: mm); (c) The reconstructed sulphate aerosol during period of AD
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1631-1651 (Unit: 10-5Kg/m2); (d) The ensemble mean summer (MJJAS) precipitation (blue line) centred with
volcanic eruptions (>25Tg, Fig S2) that composite 11 droughts triggered initially by natural variability (persist
more than 3 years before the eruptions) and then strengthened by volcanic eruptions from the 13 all-forcing
CESM-LME simulations during the past millennium, and the 11 ensemble members (coloured  thick  dashed
lines, Fig. S3); (e) similar to (d), but all the 414 ensemble members (yellow shading area) are centred with
volcanic forcing only, without droughts due to natural variability before volcanic eruptions; (f) Similar to (d)
but all of the 155 ensemble members (yellow dash lines) are centred with  the last year of natural  drought
events due to natural variability (persist more than 3 years) only, without volcanic forcing. The yellow and
green dashed lines indicate the ±1 and ±2 standard deviations, respectively.

4.2.2 Volcanic sensitivity experiments

We further validate the superposition mechanism in an ensemble of specifically designed
sensitivity  experiments  in CESM. First,  15 drought events  induced by natural  variability  are
selected from 500 years of control simulation (with no external forcing) with each event of a
duration of  3-5 years, which roughly equals the first half period of MDMD between 1637 and
1641 (Fig. 3a). Then, the volcanic forcing of Mt. Parker volcanic eruptions for 1641-1645 (Fig.
S5), was imposed starting at  the end of the 15 natural drought events (Fig.  3b). Finally,  the
Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) is used on the annual precipitation anomalies of these 15
cases for both the control experiments and sensitivity experiments. A comparison of the control
and sensitivity experiments shows a sharp contrast (Fig. 3a vs. b). Without volcanic forcing, the
drought events tend to last for about 5 years ending with a wet event (Fig. 3a, Fig. S6a). The Mt.
Parker volcanic eruption, however, suppresses this otherwise wet event and, moreover, produces
a prolonged drought, with the negative precipitation anomaly extending up to 3 years after the
volcanic eruption, which are significant (p<0.05) based on the student t-test (Fig. 3b, S6b). In the
4th year after eruption, rainfall mostly recovers, consistent with the MDMD in reconstruction
(Fig.  2a-c).  The  difference  of  annual  precipitation  between  the  sensitivity  and  control
experiments  in  the  same  period  shows  strong  negative  anomalies  after  volcanic  eruption,
indicating a strong suppression effect of volcanic eruptions on precipitation after overwhelming
an otherwise wet event (Fig. S7). Furthermore,  compared with annual mean precipitation,  the
summer precipitation, which accounts for the largest proportion of the annual rainfall (Fig. S8),
shows  larger precipitation  decrease  averaged  from the  eruption  year  to  the  third  year  after
volcanic eruption (-0.38 mm/day, over 1 standard deviation).  These experiments highlight the
roles of the natural variability and volcano in triggering and enhancing/extending the drought
event, respectively, and therefore, further support the superposition hypothesis.

The sensitivity experiments also suggest that the unprecedented magnitude of the MDMD
can  be  reasonably  achieved  in  the  model  simulations.  Although  the  ensemble-averaged
magnitude of droughts after eruption in the sensitivity experiments (about 1 standard deviation,
Figs.3b, S8) is not as large as reconstruction (close to 3 standard deviations, Figs.2a, b), the real
world MDMD, however, is a single realization. In a single realization, the drought event forced
by the volcano can reach significantly higher amplitude than the ensemble mean. For example, in
the sensitivity experiments here, although the ensemble mean summer drought precipitation after
volcanic eruption is only 1-sigma deviation, 5 of the 15 cases achieve a magnitude over 2-sigma
deviation in the first 3 years after the volcanic forcing (thick dashed coloured lines in Fig. S8d),
approaching the MDMD level, while none reaches 2-sigma level without the volcanic forcing
(Fig. S8c for negative years). It should be noted that the intensities of the initial drought events
selected from the control runs for sensitivity experiments are not sufficiently strong. Otherwise, a
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single  realization  is  more  likely  to  reach  an  even  higher  amplitude  comparable  with  the
reconstructed MDMD. 
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Figure 3. The superposed echo analysis of the annual mean precipitation anomalies (unit: mm/day) from the
control experiments (a) and sensitivity experiments (b); The symbols of “+” indicate that the anomalies are
significant at 95% level based on Student t-test. The pink, green and orange dash lines indicate the ±1, ±2 and
±3 standard deviation, respectively;
 (c)-(e) The superposed echo analyses of the precipitation anomalies (bars, left y-axis, unit: mm/day), which is
the same as (b); (c) soil moisture anomalies over eastern China (black line, right y-axis, unit:  kg/m 2); (d)
variations of WPSH’s west ridge point (yellow diamond, right y-axis, standardized), area covered by WPSH
(blue line, right y-axis, standardized) from the volcanic forcing sensitivity experiments; (e) SST anomalies
over the northwestern Pacific key region (123°E-150°E, 15°N-30°N) (brown line, right y-axis, unit: °C). The
green “*” in (c)-(e) indicate that the anomalies are significant at 95% level based on Student t-test.

4.3 Mechanisms behind the influences of volcanic eruption on the MDMD

Mega-droughts over the eastern China are usually caused by the weakening of  East Asian
summer monsoon (EASM)  (Cook et  al.,  2010). After volcanic eruption,  the eastern China is
dominated  by  an  anomalously  positive  SLP  and  northerly  wind (Fig.  S10),  with  rainfall
decreasing over the Yangtze River and North China region (Fig. S11). The EASM does not
recover until 3 years after the eruption (Figs. S10, 11).

Volcanic eruption reduces the temperature differences between land and ocean, and then
directly weakens EASM. After the volcanic eruption, both the surface air temperature (SAT)
over the eastern China and the sea surface temperature (SST) of adjacent ocean areas decreased
(Fig. 4). The SST responded to the volcano-induced radiative forcing more slowly than the SAT
in the first two years after volcanic eruptions, because of its larger thermal capacity. Therefore,
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the magnitude of SAT decrease is larger than SST by about 0.5  in summer on the eruption℃
year. This temperature difference reduces the land-sea thermal contrast and generates a higher
SLP over land, which then reduces the southerly EASM wind and the corresponding moisture
transport,  and,  eventually,  EASM  rainfall  over  eastern  China,  consistent  with  findings  in
previous  studies  (Man et  al.,  2014).  The cold SST along the east  coast of China during the
MDMD (Figs. 3e and S12) may also contribute to the weakened EASM by reducing the adjacent
moisture source into eastern China.

Figure 4. (a) The spatial pattern of summer (May-September) temperature (a, unit: °C) at the year of volcanic
eruption (0 years). (b) The area-mean sea surface temperature (SST, dashed green line unit: °C), surface air
temperature (SAT, unit: °C, green solid line) and sea level pressure (SLP, unit: hPa) over eastern China (20-
50°N, 90-120°E; blue solid line) and surrounding oceans (20- 50°N, 125-150°E; blue dashed line). The yellow
shaded area covers the period when the SST is higher than the SAT after the volcanism. The pink shaded area
covers the period when the SLP over land is greater than the ocean after volcanic eruption. The symbol of "*"
indicates that the results of that year has passed the Student-T-test.

The weakening EASM by volcanic eruption is also associated with the weakening WPSH.
In  the  first  two years  after  volcanic  explosion,  the  WPSH weakens  (Fig.  S13)  and  retreats
eastward (Figs. 3d and S12), accompanied by anomalous northwesterly wind over eastern China
(Fig. S12) which further weakens the EASM (Huang et al., 1991). The weaker WPSH does not
recover  until  year-5,  and the variations  of WPSH coincide with the changes  of precipitation
anomalies in eastern China. Additionally, the weakening EASM by volcanic forcing may also be
amplified  by  soil  moisture  feedback.  Volcanic  eruption  reduces  rainfall  and,  in  turn,  soil
moisture, as seen in the negative soil moisture response that lasts for 3 years after the volcanic
eruption (Fig.  3c).  Meanwhile,  soil  moisture is  significantly correlated with the precipitation
anomalies  not only after  the eruption,  but also before the eruption because of the triggering
natural drought event. The soil moisture depletion preceding the volcano forcing may provide an
precondition for positive soil moisture feedback (Koster et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006) on the
rainfall decrease, amplifying the impact of volcanic eruption.

5 Conclusions

Our observational and modelling study suggest that  the natural drought event starting  at
1637 is amplified by the Mt. Parker volcanic eruption in 1641, generating the unprecedented
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MDMD that has severely influenced the history of China. The MDMD is therefore not only a
well-known event due to its social and historical impacts, but also a prototype of climate event
that is caused by the combined effect of internal climate variability and external forcing.  The
volcano-intensified drought is associated with a weakening of EASM after volcanic eruption,
which is directly caused by decreased land–ocean thermal contrast, and indirectly influenced by
negative  soil moisture  feedback as well as  weakening and eastward retreating  of  West Pacific
Subtropical  High  (WPSH).  The  causes  of  MDMD highlight  the  necessity  of  further
investigations of climate changes from the unified perspective of internal variability and external
forcing for the past and future.
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Supplementary Information for

One Drought and One Volcanic Eruption Influenced the History of
China: The Ming Dynasty Mega-Drought.

Supplementary Information Text

1. Computing method of red noise. Firstly,  a 1000-year white noise origin was generated randomly
basing on a normal distribution using the function “random_normal” in the NCAR Command Language
(NCL). Then the red noise is derived using the white noise series as well as the auto -correlation of the
1000-year regional annual rainfall time series over East China (105°-120°E, 32°-40°N) in the Community
Earth System Model-Last Millennium Ensemble Project (CESM-LME) control run without external forcing.
The computing formula of red noise is: Red0=White0, Redi+1=R*Redi+(1-R2)1/2*Whitei+1  (“Red” is the time
series  of  red  noise;  “White”  is  the  time  series  of  white  noise;  “R”  is  the  autocorrelation  coefficient
calculated by the function esacr (x, mxlag) in NCL; “i” is the subscript). 

2. Drought  events  with  and  without  volcanic  eruptions  from  CESM-LME.  According  to  the
reconstructed volcanic aerosol (Gao et al., 2012) during AD 850-1850, there exist 17 volcanic eruptions
with magnitudes larger than 25Tg (Fig. S7). In the 13 individual all-forcing simulations from CESM-LME
(Otto-Bliesner et al.,2015),  there are  11 drought events occurred more than 3 years prior to these 17
volcanic eruptions in the total  17*13 cases (Fig.  S3,  1 drought event in 1258, 1275,  1452 and 1641
respectively; 2 drought events in 1284 and 1693 respectively; 3 drought events in 1227). Among these 11
cases, 1 drought event in 1452, 1 drought event in 1227, 2 drought events in 1284, 1 drought event in
1641 and 2 drought events in 1693 are prolonged by  volcanic eruptions, which  is similar to the Ming
Dynasty Megadrought. On account of this, there are 55 drought events occurred only 1 or 2 years before
volcanic eruption, while 155 cases are centred with volcanic forcing only, without droughts due to natural
variability before volcanic eruptions in the total 13*17 cases. Furthermore, in the past millennium, there
are 414 cases centred with droughts due to natural variability (persist more than 3 years) only, without
volcanic forcing.
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Fig. S1. 

Fig. S1. The region of Yellow River basin and Yangtze-Huaihe river areas (Jiang-Huai area) (105°-120°E,
32°-40°N)
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Fig. S2. 
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Fig. S2. (a)  -  (j)  The  ensemble  mean precipitation  anomaly  (blue  dashed lines) from AD 850-1850
simulated by CESM-LME (Otto-Bliesner et al.,2015) with its 13 ensemble members (green dashed lines).
The  red  solid  lines are the  reconstructed  volcanic  sulphate  aerosol (Gao  et  al.,  2012).  The  black
horizontal  dashed lines in each figure mark the ±1 and ±2 standard deviations. The  gray shaded area
covers the period 4 years before and after the volcanic eruptions larger than 25Tg in the last millennium.
The red shaded area covers the period of the Ming Dynasty Megadrought from 1637 to 1643. 
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Fig. S3 
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Fig. S3. The ensemble mean precipitation anomaly (black line) simulated by CESM-LME (Otto-Bliesner
et  al.,2015) and  its  13  individual  experiments  (coloured  dashed  lines)  centred  with  the  17  volcanic
eruptions larger than 25Tg in 850-1850 (mentioned in Fig. S7) respectively. The bold coloured dashed
lines are drought cases that persisted more than 3 years before the eruptions. The red solid lines are the
reconstructed volcanic sulphate aerosol (Gao et al., 2012). The black dashed  horizontal  lines in each
figure mark the ±1 and ±2 standard deviations. 
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Fig. S4 

  
 Fig. S4. (a) One sample of the red noise time series with one thousand year length for Monte Carlo test.
(b)  The Probability Distributions of  drought frequencies based on the 2000-member red noise Monte
Carlo simulations. The x-axis represents the number of drought events in a 1000-year red noise time
series. The y-axis represents the percentage of drought frequency of the 2000 members. The solid black
line is related to drought with 7-year length and above 3-sigma intensity, the dashed blue line is related to
drought with 7-year length and above 2-sigma intensity. 
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Fig. S5

Fig. S5. The zonal-averaged evolution of  sulphate aerosol  (Gao et  al.,  2012)  from 1641 MT. Parker
volcanic eruption as external forcing (unit: 10-5kg/m2) used in the sensitivity experiment to reproduce the
influences from volcanic eruptions on MDMD
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Fig. S6

 
Fig. S6. The superposed echo analysis of the annual mean precipitation anomalies (Unit: mm/day) from
the control experiments (a) and sensitivity experiments (b). The blue and yellow dashed lines in (a) and
(b) indicate the ±0.5 and ±1 standard deviation, respectively.  
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Fig. S7

  
Fig. S7. The differences of precipitation (unit: mm/day) in sensitivity (a) and control (b) simulations in the
same period. The yellow and green linesmark ±1 and ±2 standard deviation.
(b) is similar to (a) but with all ensemble members (dashed lines). The yellow, green and pink lines mark
±1, ±2 and ±3 standard deviation.
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Fig. S8

 
Fig. S8. The superposed echo analysis of the summer (MJJAS) averaged precipitation anomalies (unit:
mm/day) from the control experiments (a) and sensitivity experiments (b)
(c), (d) is similar to (a), (b), but with all ensemble members (dashed lines, the thick colored dashed lines
represent drought over 2 standard deviation,  while thin gray dashed lines represent drought below 2
standard deviation). The “+” indicate that the anomalies are significant at 95% level based on student t-
test.  The  blue  and  yellow dashed lines  in  (a)  and  (b)  indicate  the  ±0.5  and ±1  standard  deviation,
respectively; the yellow, green and red dash lines in (c) and (d) indicate the ±1, ±2 and ±3 standard
deviation, respectively. 
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Fig. S9

Fig. S9. (a) - (f) The ensemble mean anomalies of the summer (May to September) surface temperature
(unit:  ℃) and sea level pressure (blue  dashed  lines represent negative values while red  dashed  lines
represent positive values, black lines are 0 value, unit: hPa) 6 years (year 0-5)  after the eruption in the
volcanic sensitivity experiments. 
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Fig. S10
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Fig. S10. The ensemble mean anomalies of the summer (May to September) Sea Level Pressure (SLP,
unit: hPa) and 850-hPa wind field (unit: m/s) in the 6 years prior to the volcanic eruption (a, year -6--1)
and 6 years after the eruption (year 0-5) in the volcanic sensitivity experiments (b-g) .
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Fig. S11

Fig. S11. (a) - (f)  The ensemble mean anomalies of summer (May to September) precipitation (unit:
mm/day) and 850-hPa wind (unit: m/s) 6 years after the eruption (year 0-5) in the volcanic sensitivity
experiments.
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Fig. S12. 

   

  

  

               
Fig. S12. (a) - (g) The ensemble mean global summer (May to September) Sea Surface Temperature
Anomaly (SSTA) (unit: °C) before the volcanic eruption (a, mean of the SST from year -5 to -1) and 6
years after the explosion (b-g). The dots denote areas with confidence levels exceeding 95%. The yellow
arrows are the anomalies of summer (May to September) 850-hPa wind (unit: m/s). The red lines are the
500-hPa Geopotential Height contour line (unit: gpm). The blue line is the climatology of the 500-hPa
Geopotential Height. Year 0 is the eruption year. 
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Fig. S13

 

Fig. S13. (a)  -  (f)  The  ensemble  mean  anomalies  of  the  summer  (May  to  September)  500hPa
geopotential height (unit: gpm) and 500hPa wind (unit: m/s) 6 years after the eruption (year 0-5)  in the
volcanic sensitivity experiments. 
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Fig. S14

Fig. S14. The correlation coefficients between the summer (MJJAS) precipitation over the eastern China
and SST in the control experiment. The stippling indicate the correlation coefficients are significant at 95%
level. The region in black rectangle is 123°E-150°E, 15°N-30°N.
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